
Q20 Please use the space below to share
any additional thoughts or opinions related

to housing that you would like to be
considered.

Answered: 219 Skipped: 406

# Responses Date

1 I live with my boyfriend (also a teacher) right now and do not have any children. Given the cost of living, I am pretty
sure that once we decide to have children, we will have to move somewhere else (another state or region) that has a
lower cost of living and more affordable housing.

1/3/2016 7:46 PM

2 Hard for grown children to rent or buy in this area. Hard as a grandparent also. Cost of housing is so very expensive. 1/3/2016 5:58 PM

3 none 12/31/2015 11:08 AM

4 I would like to have my own house so I could have a safe place for my family. 12/30/2015 8:28 PM

5 Is there any strings attached to renting from the District? 12/28/2015 12:16 PM

6 Rent prices are very high and the possibility to own a property (house) is very limited in the Bay Area. I will really
appreciate if SMUHSD can offer a program that could benefit their employees to afford their own house considering
the important work we do for the community.

12/27/2015 10:43 AM

7 This is the number one stress factor in my family's life. My husband and I are natives and we rent in San Francisco.
We would have, in a more normal housing market bought a house by now but can't afford a mortgage for a million
dollar home. I'm not sure life will be sustainable for teachers in our area over the next decade.

12/22/2015 8:29 PM

8 I was fortunate to be able to buy a home before the bay area market went crazy. Were that not the case, I would likely
have been priced out of the area ages ago and would have relocated to a more affordable area. I would not be willing
to spend 2-4 hours a day commuting.

12/21/2015 8:48 AM

9 n/a 12/21/2015 8:00 AM

10 Teachers should be able to afford to live in the area in which they teach. Creating low cost housing seems insulting.
Pay them so they can afford housing. They salaries are good in SMUHSD, but they need to be higher simply because
of where we live.

12/19/2015 6:41 PM

11 I have already had a house close to work. It was very affordable to buy a house in San Mateo County 20 years ago If I
were a new employee in this district now, I would definitely need support to rent/buy a house through the district.

12/18/2015 11:37 PM

12 While I like the idea purposed I am not in favor it if it becomes a reason to pay teachers less. I can foresee this
trapping teachers - I can't afford to move out and I'm not paid enough to save and then move . . .

12/18/2015 2:32 PM

13 I bought a condo back in 2010. In order to secure financing for me (and without my knowledge about the extent of the
costs), the bank did not include escrow payments in my monthly amount statement. Additionally, college loan
forgiveness programs that I had initially quailifed for were rescinded because Hillsdale was too "High-performing" of a
student population and my taxable gross was too high in this district; the combination of my student loan payments
and the cost of property taxes, along with the cost of living in this area, sent me to the brink of bankrupcy and has
destroyed my credit rating in the process.

12/18/2015 12:33 PM

14 How about just paying teachers more? How about not blowing a ton of money on a new building for the district
headquarters? How about not blowing money on TOSAs and evaluation coaches of questionable benefit?If I were in a
renting position, I wouldn't want to live in a camp of teachers whose residential status depends on my job.

12/18/2015 11:04 AM

15 Most people want to own their home. If we have extra money to buy homes to rent, then we should lend the
employees a low interest loan to help them with the down payment on a house.

12/18/2015 8:34 AM

16 Salaries should be high enough to afford housing. Focus on increasing salaries, not creating lower housing 12/17/2015 11:09 PM

17 I am a custodian whom pay doesn't cover today's rent prices and cost of living! 12/17/2015 11:08 PM

18 I would definitely be interested in buying a home closer to school, but can't imagine how we could afford a mortgage
payment.

12/17/2015 9:48 PM
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19 I'm tired of teachers getting put in the same category as police/fire men. They have the ability to work over time along
with their base salary so I don't have one friend that isn't making 6 figures in those professions...and they have been
making six figures with 5 years in...not the 15 plus that I have put in. Please fight for teachers with their salaries in
mind...we don't get to bill our hours.

12/17/2015 9:12 PM

20 . 12/17/2015 5:36 PM

21 Eventual home ownership is a great employment benefit. 12/17/2015 4:39 PM

22 Not interested in renting - only buying. 12/17/2015 3:45 PM

23 It's important that any housing be pet friendly - at least for small pets, please. 12/17/2015 3:40 PM

24 Older homeowners are "sitting pretty" but feeling sorry for our children as they try to find housing. 12/17/2015 3:39 PM

25 I would have done this if it was available when i started 12/17/2015 3:21 PM

26 Thank you, so very much, for taking a pro-active leadership role on this critical, but seemingly ignored, issue. 12/17/2015 2:38 PM

27 I currently rent a studio without a kitchen, having my own place would Help me due to diabetes I need to cook my own
meals.

12/17/2015 2:34 PM

28 We need a balanced approach to improve salaries for existing employees as well as housing for new hires. 12/17/2015 1:58 PM

29 I am a relatively new employee but I am not able to buy in the area at all based on my current salary. I cannot really
even afford to rent an apartment by myself, I need roommates. Long term, there would need to be a solution for
housing or I would be forced to leave the district and go to a district where salary reflected the cost of living.

12/17/2015 1:43 PM

30 I bought my house five years ago so am not as worried about housing, but I think for new teachers trying to rent or buy
in the current market, affordable housing is a MAJOR issue.

12/17/2015 1:26 PM

31 If it weren't for the fact that my father owns a house that I live in and will be inheriting when he passes, I would
definitely need help affording housing. Prior to moving in with my father, I owned a house in Hayward. This was the
closest community to SMUHSD that I could afford to buy in. Any help that the DO could have provided would have
been very much appreciated. A higher salary would have been most helpful because I couldn't qualify for much of a
loan with my current salary.

12/17/2015 1:09 PM

32 We found a home loan for "low income" families that we qualified for in my first years of teaching in the district
(1990's). Without that, we would not have been able to get into the housing market.

12/17/2015 1:02 PM

33 I would prefer to make a salary that would allow me to afford housing without a subsidy. I did, after all, go to college
and graduate school. We should pay teachers enough to afford to live in the communities they teach, without subsidy
and without restrictions.

12/17/2015 12:39 PM

34 While I am not sure I would have ever availed myself of this program, I know that this is a real problem in Bay Area
districts. Some sort of housing support is necessary if we are going to hire and retain the best teachers.

12/17/2015 12:31 PM

35 My commute is getting longer with increased traffic. I worry that at some point before I retire I won't be able to handle
the commute any longer. I own my home, but can't afford to live anywhere more convenient to work.

12/17/2015 12:18 PM

36 I own a home, but it is VERY difficult to pay house tax every year. I don't earn enough money. I live pay check to pay
check.

12/17/2015 12:00 PM

37 I would love to continue working and living in the Bay Area. It has become my home. However, I do not how feasible it
will be over the next 5 years. I already have had to consider where I can actually afford to buy property, and there are
little to no opportunities with my salary to buy in the Bay Area.

12/17/2015 11:56 AM

38 diversity and access to medical facilites 12/17/2015 11:56 AM

39 Give the staff member some grace period to stay in the rental if he/she needs to leave the district for whatever
reason......then, of course, have a reasonable time limit to move on

12/17/2015 11:51 AM

40 I'm wondering if housing is only available in San Mateo. If so, I would not be interested. If I could rent elsewhere, I'd
be very interested.

12/17/2015 11:50 AM

41 A down payment program would be helpful without restrictions for salary, meaning if you're at the top of our salary
scale, you don't qualify...even though our salary is great, it doesn't allow for affording a home in this area as a single
person. The mortgage payment on a SFH is steep.

12/17/2015 11:45 AM

42 As stated earlier, I think the district should put more money into raising our salary. Also, as a teacher, I do NOT want
to live close to work and bump into students. My personal life must be separate from my work life.

12/17/2015 11:38 AM
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43 I am very lucky to have a landlord who does not dramatically raise our rent. However, we know we cannot live there
forever and I really worry about when we need to find a new place to live. The rents around us are getting way too
high.

12/17/2015 11:37 AM

44 Help us stay closer to work! traffic and commuting from the East Bay is just plain horrible. Too much of our valuable
time is wasted trying to get to work, an our jobs aren't the type where you can just work from home. This is valuable
time that could be better used becoming better professionals and happy people.

12/17/2015 11:34 AM

45 The only way I have been able to live close to work is by living and paying rent with my father. My husband and I will
be moving to Oakland because we want to be on our own but can not afford any housing on the peninsula. I work 3
jobs and with student loans and other bills, I can barely get by with saving money for the future. It is simply to
expensive to continue living in the area I grew up in, which is very very disappointing.

12/17/2015 11:33 AM

46 we higher salary to keep up with the cost of living, the codt of living well surpassed our salery 12/17/2015 11:33 AM

47 I am interested in where the money is coming from to start this project. Are you looking for investors? does it come
from some public grants. Land and development in San Mateo County is expensive. We did just have an issue a
decade ago involving real estate and double loans. An uncomfortable memory, I am sure.

12/16/2015 5:16 PM

48 SMUHSD is, first of all, a great district to work in and a HUGE improvement over the last district I worked for. The
reality in this county is that it is expensive to live here. The only appropriate response to that, in my opinion, if you
want to support longevity here and community buy-in, is to pay employees higher wages for the work we do to serve
this county. Outside of my work day, I want to be able to live wherever I choose to however I choose to spending the
money I work hard to earn however I choose to spend it. I do not want to be forced into housing with my colleagues
like indentured servants as the only option. Thank you for trying to help us. The best way to do that is to advocate for
higher district wages and better health care support.

12/16/2015 11:21 AM

49 teacher housing??? really??! I think we should be paid enough to make our own decisions. Teacher housing is not a
solution. Why should the district make money off of our already sad salaries???

12/16/2015 11:16 AM

50 Why should teachers have to live in low income houses? Don't we deserve raises instead? 12/16/2015 10:35 AM

51 Buying property is the only way to get ahead financially in the long run. If you don't start this in your early 20s, it
probably won't happen.

12/16/2015 10:15 AM

52 I feel that it would be better to give employees better pay in order to afford housing where they choose. 12/16/2015 10:04 AM

53 Thank you very much for administering this survey. Housing is a HUGE stress factor, and I appreciate that the district
is looking into this.

12/16/2015 10:01 AM

54 It is a critical consideration for new hires (and to be able to retain faculty and staff) to be able to afford housing within a
reasonable distance to his/her job site.

12/16/2015 9:51 AM

55 Educators work hard and provide an essential service to the community and society. However, our salaries do not
allow us to live comfortably in our own community. Thank you for considering to help.

12/16/2015 9:44 AM

56 My concerns would be how much expectations would be placed on a person who lives closer to the work place. What
is the negative impact of living in district housing?As a single parent I was able to afford a home after living
somewhere else for 7 and a half years. I think for incoming employees this could a benefit but what happens if the
employee chooses to work elsewhere within say 5 years. What is their loss?

12/14/2015 7:21 PM

57 I think efforts to address our housing crisis are critical and I'm very happy to see our district thinking of ways to help. 12/14/2015 3:30 PM

58 I think it is really a good idea if our district help employees to get affordable renting house closer to our work place.
Thanks

12/14/2015 8:39 AM

59 I think the cost versus additional options for our 500+ employees would far exceed the options for staff. Basically, too
much time and money will be put toward this with very few employees benefitting. Increased salaries , transportation
and daycare options is a far more bene goal to wider array of employees. Plus staff saving money with subsidized
rents could save and move out of area making the benefits zero since staff left for other jobs.

12/13/2015 6:51 PM

60 It would be beneficial to also have the option of renting a property through the District to potentially owning your own
home one day (rent to own homes).

12/12/2015 12:31 PM

61 We need some kind of rent control in the peninsula area I need to work a part time job to just have a little comfort
zone. I'm at the age that my body is slowing down end bones are aching, but I chose this path but this shouldn't keep
me from living in a home/area that I can enjoy with my family.

12/11/2015 1:21 PM

62 I would have moved to the SanMateo area 3 years ago, but rents are so high. I currently have 3 bedroom townhouse
for my family. An equivalent rent in SanMateo County, is a 1 bedroom apt. I can not move my family to a 1 bedroom
apt.

12/11/2015 9:47 AM
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63 The housing market in this area is extremely high and makes it difficult to provide for teenage twins. We make it
through but it could be a lot better in order to do the necessary things for our children as they begin high school next
year.

12/11/2015 7:42 AM

64 Lack of affordable housing means we will lose staff in the coming years. 12/10/2015 7:05 PM

65 I would like to see a sliding scale for these rental properties, based on our varying income profiles. In other words,
meaningful allowances should be made for each potential renter, so that all district employees would have equal
assess to these properties.

12/10/2015 5:34 PM

66 I am immensely glad that the superintendent has decided to begin this conversation. 12/10/2015 3:05 PM

67 As a younger teacher, I have extreme anxiety regarding my long-term housing situation. Lately, I feel that there is no
viable means for me to purchase any type of property. I have great credit, but I am saddled with a rent that is nearly
1/3 of gross income. I am greatly interested in any program that would help me purchase a home near San Mateo. I
love my department, school and school district. I want to retire here. However, I wonder if I may need to move
somewhere rural simply so that I can purchase ANY type of housing whatsoever.

12/10/2015 1:05 PM

68 I think that this is an idea worth investigating. I am very concerned, however, on the potential for long-term
encroachment on the GF and the resulting effect(s) on the compensation and working conditions of all employees.
While this idea would, indeed, be an additional benefit to attract new employees, I believe that superior compensation
and high quality, professional working conditions will remain as the primary reasons prospective employees will
consider (and continue) employment in this district. Our goal must include not only attracting but also retaining the
highest quality staff.

12/10/2015 12:13 PM

69 I live over 70 miles away in manteca trying to save money so I can move closer to work,and its been over a year and
still commuting.If I rented here in the bay area costs being what they are I would never save enough.

12/10/2015 8:26 AM

70 I think it would be interesting to bring up housing for our retirees as their incomes dwindle in this high price area. Not
just housing is outrageous in the peninsula.

12/10/2015 8:26 AM

71 It would be very much appreciated if we could have affordable housing for employees. The rents and housing prices
are outrageous in the peninsula and soon we will be forced out.

12/10/2015 8:19 AM

72 I think this is a great idea. 12/10/2015 8:10 AM

73 The district needs to seriously consider how it spends its money (eliminate TOSAs), so that it can raise salaries. 12/10/2015 7:45 AM

74 I feel this would be a fantastic program and a way to effectively increase salary/wages in the long-term while not
actually increasing the amount paid to the employee. The cost of living in this area is a serious concern for young
employees coming out of college with student debt, it's almost not-possible to find a place.

12/10/2015 6:55 AM

75 They really need to have some kind of housing below market rate. 12/10/2015 5:57 AM

76 My mom worked diligently on the San Mateo community college's rent assist program. I believe both she and the
board she serves could help greatly with data and planning.

12/10/2015 12:20 AM

77 The SMUHSD could develop the site at PAHS to create a mixed use complex: Housing Sporting complex DO Etc 12/9/2015 11:16 PM

78 Loan programs for second houses would be great. 12/9/2015 9:12 PM

79 I know someone working at CSM who lives on the campus of Canada College and likes it. 12/9/2015 7:11 PM

80 I feel that district monies should go into salary increases that will benefit all employees rather than housing that will
benefit only a few.

12/9/2015 7:06 PM

81 Very interested, if I would have enough pocket money and some in the bank after the rent. 12/9/2015 7:01 PM

82 I appreciate your efforts. Thank you. 12/9/2015 6:44 PM

83 high quality housing for reasonable rate, interest-free mortgage assistance program for a term while employed at
SMUHSD

12/9/2015 5:36 PM

84 If I didn't own my home now, I definitely would be interested. Rents were bad when I started teaching, but they have
gotten worse and teachers need and deserve all the help they can get to live in their community.

12/9/2015 5:22 PM

85 I really hope that the district decides to move forward with this plan. I am not a beginning teacher, so I am further
along on the salary schedule. My husband is a principal in the area. However, our salaries never seem to be enough.
We can't get together enough money for a down payment in this area because our rent and child care costs take a
huge portion of our salaries. In addition, I would like to point out that we lost a great teacher at the end of last school
because it was too expensive to live in this area. This teacher moved to Bakersfield. My husband and I often discuss
moving out of the area as well because it feels like it is impossible for us to own a home in this area.

12/9/2015 4:00 PM
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86 My situation is unique. I am fortunate to currently pay rent that is well below market value through the generosity of an
aging owner. When he passes away, we will no longer be able to afford to live in San Mateo.

12/9/2015 3:36 PM

87 When I think back to my 20s when I started my career, I would have viewed employer provided below market rentals
as a definite factor in taking a job with the SMUHSD.

12/9/2015 3:34 PM

88 no additional thoughts or opinions 12/9/2015 3:18 PM

89 I don't think my situation (owning a home in the immediate area) is in any way typical of the staff here. I have had the
advantage of 20 years to make it happen.

12/9/2015 3:00 PM

90 For those of us that "CAN NOT " afford to live in or own a home in SMC. it would be very nice to have a chance to
save money for our family's. Most classified that work for SMHUSD work very hard and are dedicated and strive to a
good job.

12/9/2015 2:41 PM

91 I hope that the District does look at housing options for younger empoyees just beginning their careers and also keeps
in mind the employees who have worked for numerous years and require salary increments to fund their existing
housing and expenses in this high cost of living area. Thank you for asking.

12/9/2015 2:40 PM

92 I think this is one of the greatest endeavors I have ever seen a company do. I am very proud to work for this district. 12/9/2015 2:16 PM

93 I took this survey to see what questions the district was asking. I am very impressed that we are considering helping
our young teachers, especially with children, find quality and safe housing near our schools. I think our fire and police
departments should do the same. The stakeholders will be more involved with the schools if they live in the
community that they work. We can be involved with the families of our students as well. Kudos!

12/9/2015 1:49 PM

94 I feel for my young colleagues who need to live far away because of high housing prices. 12/9/2015 1:44 PM

95 I think the availability of affordable housing will HUGELY impact young teachers' decision to continue working in the
district.

12/9/2015 1:36 PM

96 Who would pay for the building of the housing? 12/9/2015 1:32 PM

97 Having the District as my landlord is not a welcome thought. Why not just pay people more? 12/9/2015 1:23 PM

98 There are some indications that we are approaching the end of a technology related investment bubble; if so, then the
rental crisis will end on its own like it did in 2001-2002 and current efforts will have been in vain. I moved to the Bay
Area in 1998 during the prior tech bubble and muddled through with little spending money and then benefited from a
local parent renting to 2 teachers at below market rates, in addition to family related padding in the form of airline
tickets for holidays etc. IOW I know I was lucky and privileged and I would like SMUHSD to be able to be a viable
option for early career employees who are not so lucky. However, it seems like the general pay scale of classified staff
is a more pressing matter in terms of equity.

12/9/2015 1:09 PM

99 It is a great option to pursue. Having a recently disabled spouse makes finances very difficult. Being in the middle of
my career, I do not feel the freedom to move out of the district nor put my spouse's life in jeopardy by changing
districts and possibly losing health care.

12/9/2015 1:09 PM

100 I am concerned that providing short-term rental subsidy instead of long-term salary and benefits will encourage a
cycling through of inexperienced teachers. This will be extremely detrimental to our students.

12/9/2015 12:56 PM

101 For many classified employees, housing is very expensive compared to their wages. I personally would not be able to
afford to live here if I was just starting in my career and did not have a spouse who made higher wages.

12/9/2015 12:52 PM

102 My wife and I took advantage of the STRS down-payment assistance program 13 years ago to get into our current
house...couldn't have bought it then without it, nor could I buy my house today if I had to start over again. I don't know
how the young folks are doing it now.

12/9/2015 12:52 PM

103 Is the housing open to all positions within the district or just teaching staff? How would the selection criteria be
implemented to guarantee fairness?

12/9/2015 12:37 PM

104 My circumstances have changed since I started work here; I am now married to a person who makes a very good
living. Before this, when a single mother teaching in this district, I was struggling to make ends meet while paying
exorbitant rent. Although I no longer need help, I encourage you to help the vast majority of teachers who are having
difficulty staying in the area.

12/9/2015 12:09 PM

105 Rent in San Mateo County is our of control. It has gone up almost $1000 in 5 years. At this rate, no one will be able to
afford to live in this community. Anything the District can do would be AMAZING.

12/9/2015 12:03 PM

106 It would be important to me that I have the option of having roommates since I prefer this to living alone. 12/9/2015 11:56 AM

107 It would be great if I won't have to spend hours to commute everyday 12/9/2015 11:42 AM
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108 We may lose our house because we are paying an interest only loan. It was the only way we could afford the
payments.

12/9/2015 11:38 AM

109 Pets, available parking, safe neighborhoods (personal property & self) 12/9/2015 11:29 AM

110 I think this is a great idea. 12/9/2015 11:22 AM

111 I currently live in a rent control apartment in San Francisco. My wife and I have been here almost 12 years and as the
neighborhood and city have changed, we would not be able to rent a comparable apartment in the city, let alone buy.
Now that we have a two year old at home space is at a premium and only time will tell how long we can stay living
here. Prices, however, in San Mateo aren't much better, so we're considering moving to the East Bay. We currently
don't own a car--I prefer bike commuting via CalTrain--but would buy one to make the commute possible, though I'm
not sure how much longer I would stay working at Hillsdale High.

12/9/2015 11:21 AM

112 So glad that the district is considering this option. 12/9/2015 11:19 AM

113 As a new person to this area, the cost of living is absolutely something that will impact whether my spouse and I
decide to stay here. If we cannot afford a home here, we will move back to the East Coast where my family is once it
is a high priority to own a home (for example in a few years, once we have children).

12/9/2015 11:13 AM

114 I have been fortunate to live in San Mateo since 1985. However, married, with four young children it has been
extremely hard to afford living here, despite working 37.5 hours per week for Aragon High School. I'd love to stay here
especially with my children attending such wonderful schools such as Aragon, Borel and Parkside however, it is
coming to the point where moving out of state may be practical than suffering by working fulltime and still being in the
red.

12/9/2015 11:11 AM

115 I'm lucky (and old enough) to have bought a home in SMC many years ago. I have seen many good young teachers
leave the district because of the cost of living here.

12/9/2015 11:08 AM

116 Available lower mortgage rates for educators. 12/9/2015 11:01 AM

117 I'm extremely worried about all teachers, nurses, etc. getting forced out of the Bay Area, and the teaching shortage
will only get worse.

12/9/2015 10:56 AM

118 You can provided cheap housing, but you're also going to need to increase salaries and benefits more aggressively, if
you really want to hire and retain people.

12/9/2015 10:55 AM

119 As one who will soon be starting a family, I may need to leave SMUHSD. My family will never be able to afford a home
here. That's sad, because I love the community and where I work. However, housing is exorbitantly expensive in the
Bay Area. I know that I am not the only person who has taught in the district for a few years that has this problem. It is
a very serious issue, and may cause you to lose a significant number of very talented educators.

12/9/2015 10:53 AM

120 "Renting a property through the District" sounds like the District chooses the property, and not me. I would like to
choose the property.

12/9/2015 10:52 AM

121 I think that this is a great idea to explore. I feel that teachers can get more invested in school if they are a part of the
community.

12/9/2015 10:52 AM

122 I think that offering below market rentals to allow time to save for a down payment on a home is an excellent idea. 12/9/2015 10:48 AM

123 I would be very interested in getting housing assistance from SMUHSD. I began my career in teaching this year, and
as it stands right now, my spouse and I cannot afford a home in San Mateo County. I have lived in San Mateo County
my whole life, but the housing market will force me to move.

12/9/2015 10:44 AM

124 Many employees live in SF. It was possible to live there and have a short commute to SMUHSD but now the traffic
pattern is SO bad that the commute is miserable.

12/9/2015 10:40 AM

125 The option of purchasing or renting a home at a much lower rate would be a lifesaver to my family. It is too expensive
to live here but I would not move until my children have graduated. Once that happens I would highly consider moving
out of the area - even though I LOVE my job. My ENTIRE paycheck goes to benefits and rent. My benefits will
increase in January and I will not even be able to pay the rent with my entire month's rent. $3250./mo I want to be in a
safe neighborhood and enjoy the community I work in.

12/9/2015 10:37 AM

126 My husband and I bought our house in 1996. There is no way that we would be able to afford the same house now
and I am at the top of the SMUHSD salary schedule.

12/9/2015 10:35 AM

127 People need help with down payments and being able to afford monthly payments. That is most important in my
opinion. Lower rent does not guarantee that people are going to be able to afford to buy anything nearby. On another
note, many of my younger colleagues prefer to live in the City. Also, in terms of something like what CSM offers, I
can't imagine that most people want to live so close to colleagues. I like most of my colleagues, but I would definitely
want some personal space.

12/9/2015 10:31 AM
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128 An increased partnership between the district with the city programs that offer low income housing assistance (like
first time buyer's programs etc) could also possibly help.

12/9/2015 10:26 AM

129 Thank you for looking into this crucial issue for our district's teachers. While my husband and I were lucky enough to
buy a house in San Mateo (with lots of family help) six years ago, I know that there are many teachers at Aragon--
younger, newer teachers--who are considering leaving our district to move to a more affordable area where they can
live closer to work and have access to good schools for their own children.

12/9/2015 10:25 AM

130 I would love to be able to purchase a home in Burlingame and set up roots here, so an affordable home purchasing
program through the district would be awesome.

12/9/2015 10:23 AM

131 Salaries should be higher in order to retain people. Older teachers arent interested in renting 12/9/2015 10:21 AM

132 I would not want this a rental program to come at the cost of other members of the district. This program should offer
incentives for all types of housing. Not just new comers!!!!

12/9/2015 10:21 AM

133 Rental prices going up. 12/9/2015 10:16 AM

134 This sounds like a great idea. Though I am secure in my housing situation, my two daughters are teachers in other
school districts and housing assistance would be a wonderful bonus for most younger people.

12/9/2015 10:16 AM

135 Any help you can provide those moving into the area to afford to live here would be great. 12/9/2015 10:15 AM

136 Thank you--it is so expensive here my husband (who is also a teacher) and I also moonlight as an adjunct community
college professors.

12/9/2015 10:14 AM

137 Housing idea is nice intention, but I'm concerned that the boundaries between work and home would disappear or blur
because the employer would also serve as the landlord. Not sure how the work/life balance would be maintained, but I
understand the intent of keeping housing costs low, especially for employees who live or rent in San Francisco and
the Peninsula.

12/9/2015 10:13 AM

138 I currently live in San Francisco and I would like to continue living in San Francisco. But, as a 9th year teacher my
income is too high to qualify for the BMR units in San Francisco and my income is to low to qualify for a market rate 1
bedroom unit. I do feel like I'm somewhat stuck in my current living situation and renting a room in apartment which is
not ideal. It would be great to have other options.

12/9/2015 10:12 AM

139 My young adult daughter plans to become a teacher and district housing would be necessary to live in the area. 12/9/2015 10:12 AM

140 Availability of wholesome food stores and, safe and accessible park and recreation area, and easy access to public
transportation.

12/9/2015 10:07 AM

141 Please provide all teachers with wages to afford housing in the bay area. Please do not make special offers to the
new teachers. Older teachers also need to afford to live here.

12/9/2015 10:03 AM

142 As one of a small number of faculty who at one time benefitted from the District down payment assistance program,
whatever assistance can be offered to attract and retain quality teachers is a valuable program to me.

12/9/2015 10:00 AM

143 I like the idea the housing. But if student families can't afford to live here. who to we serviced? the county need to do
the renting control.

12/9/2015 9:57 AM

144 It would be nice to have community housing but the Crestmoor site is pretty remote. Maybe a future site farther south
as well?

12/9/2015 9:54 AM

145 I have considered moving out of the area because housing is too expensive. My current housing situation is poor. The
commute, high rent, sharing my apartment with a roommate, and sharing a bedroom with my child do put a strain on
my life.

12/9/2015 9:53 AM

146 I really enjoy living in San Francisco, but it is impossible to find a 1-bedroom apartment that would cost less than
$3,000. I've started thinking about and researching different careers and areas to live so that I can afford to live
independently.

12/9/2015 9:51 AM

147 I think it would be beneficial to have a four day work week during the summer This would be more beneficial to me
personally than providing housing at a reduced rate

12/9/2015 9:50 AM

148 First of all, I absolutely LOVE working for this district; however, the cost of living in this area is almost impossible to
purchase a home. I don't want to leave this district, but the needs of my family trumps my work place. Thank you for
bringing this issue to light!

12/9/2015 9:46 AM

149 The idea has merit, but there seem to be lot of questions to work through. e.g. is this just for teachers, or all SMUHSD
staff? How would it be managed to be fair and to detect fraud?

12/9/2015 9:45 AM

150 This seems like a plan to recruit young teachers, rather than pay the more veteran teachers enough to stay in the
area and raise families.

12/9/2015 9:44 AM
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151 If it is a 5 year contract type thing, being untenured would be a huge concern, especially for someone who's significant
other is long distance

12/9/2015 9:40 AM

152 I have worked in the district for many years beyond my time as a teacher. I'd like that to count for something as you
consider qualifying applicants. I coached for 8 years before becoming an intern. I am very active in the SB community.
I live with my mom because rent is so high in this area. We live within a mile of Capuchino, too. I will definitely be
interested in housing offered through the district!

12/9/2015 9:39 AM

153 The community should want teachers to live within it so that they become pillars of support in and out of the
classroom. I also want my child to have the opportunity to attend high performing and supportive schools. I would be
more likely to stay with the SMUHSD if my child was eligible to go to our schools. I don't want her to suffer in
education because I can't afford to live in a wealthy area, it's an injustice to all.

12/9/2015 9:36 AM

154 I can only afford $500. a month for a room. I could live with a house mate if needed. 12/9/2015 9:32 AM

155 Time is a factor. Ability to focus on my work without the stress of a commute. Being able to afford a BMR home/apt
would be quite helpful.

12/9/2015 9:27 AM

156 I really, really like working in this area and at this district, but I have had to move every summer since I began working
as a teacher in order to be able to afford rent. I'm afraid that the rising rent costs are going to drive me too far from this
district, which would result either in a horrible commute or in having to find another job closer to home. At this rate, I
haven't even been able to consider owning; I expect I'll have to live with a roommate until I'm in my 40s, if not longer.

12/9/2015 9:25 AM

157 It is very important to me to live within 1/2 hour of my work so that I can spend more time working on my curriculum
and playing with my child instead of commuting long distances. I live in a small one-bedroom apartment at Hillsdale
Gardens in San Mateo. After paying the rent, bills and childcare expenses, there is very little left, even though my
husband and I both work. I love the area and I love my job, and if that means I will never be able to afford a house,
that may be okay. However, the rents keep rising (10% this year), and I want to have some stability in terms of
housing so that my son can stay at the same school. The uncertainty around whether or not we will continue to be
able to pay the rent in this area is a large source of stress. Thank you for looking into this issue.

12/9/2015 9:25 AM

158 I grew up in Millbrae and now live in Hayward because it is the only place I can afford. My neighborhood is awful. I am
very uncomfortable there. I would like to see the option of changing work hours. For example, a teacher works from
7:45 to 3:15. It should be an option to come in at 7:00 and leave at 2:30 (if classes are over). This way, people who
have to commute can avoid traffic and live in better areas. If I can leave work earlier, I would be able to drive
somewhere nice like San Ramon. Another thought I had for our district is to have a district community board. This
board would be like a "craigslist" where you can post a room for rent, household items for sale, vacation rentals, pet
adoption, etc. I have two empty bedrooms that I would like to rent, but don't feel comfortable renting to just anyone and
I wouldn't want to post an ad on Craigslist. If I could rent to a school employee who was fingerprinted, I would feel
more comfortable renting a room out. I understand you are trying to build low-income temporary housing, which is
great. But that is going to take a while. In the mean time, there are other options such as the ones I have stated
above.

12/9/2015 9:22 AM

159 I live across the street from Hillsdale High School. Please don't rent out the facilities to for non-SMUHSD related
events on weekday evenings. It does affect my children's ability to go to bed.

12/9/2015 9:20 AM

160 This was addressed in the past and could never be achieved.These are very noble thoughts, but economics will
ultimately be the deciding factor. If wadges are increased enough, this program would not be necessary.

12/9/2015 9:15 AM

161 If teachers are hired on a temporary status and then not moved to probationary, or on prob and not moved to tenure,
and don't continue in the district, then they will also lose their living arrangement, which would be a dual blow. There
should be at least a few months grace period when leaving the district before needing to vacate.

12/9/2015 9:14 AM

162 I am not the best person for this survey. I have owned my house for close to 40 years and while it was a struggle in my
early teaching years that is no longer the case. My children are grown and my only desire now is to have no mortgage
by the time I retire.

12/9/2015 9:14 AM

163 condos at below market would be most helpful 12/9/2015 9:12 AM

164 Thank you so much for advocating for teachers! Housing costs are a serious issue for many, and has a real impact on
the quality of education our students have access to! I'm fortunate to have come from an affluent household, and had
help buying a home, but I know most people my age do not have that. Thank you!!

12/9/2015 9:11 AM

165 I live in Sunnyvale because it was where we could afford to buy. I have to travel to work 45 minutes every day and
depending on what time I leave it could take me up to 1 1/2 hours to get home sometimes. We want to live in San
Bruno, but houses are going for way too much. I am seeing houses going for $1 million and it's just too much for us. I
grew up in San Bruno and I love working at Cap. I really want to move back to this great town.

12/9/2015 9:08 AM

166 We are facing a massive teacher shortage in the Bay Area. Housing prices are exacerbating the crisis. Prop 13 is
affecting the ability of school districts to pay professional pay for teachers in this economy. I am concerned about this
issue for my son's school district as well - there are not enough experienced and well-qualified teachers.

12/9/2015 9:05 AM
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167 Firstly, I am very, very grateful that Dr. Skelly is trying to resolve a problem that makes it very hard for us to stay in this
area. I was raised and educated in this district and (stubbornly) want to stay here even though it is a struggle every
day. I am not so interested in moving my family to the current PHS site--our family, supports and schools are all where
we currently live. I think what would be most helpful is a down-payment assistance package like our district used to
offer when I first came here. Many of us are paying such high rents as it is--they are practically already mortgages.
What we can't afford to to save the 20% toward a down payment. Who can save $200,000 (on top of sky-high rents
and child care) just to get their foot in the door? A program that helps us establish permanent roots (without having to
uproot our families and take us out of our communities) would be absolutely so helpful.

12/9/2015 9:03 AM

168 Housing is difficult for the younger generation........... 12/9/2015 9:02 AM

169 Teachers are being pushed out of San Mateo and San Francisco counties. Although we have a higher pay rate than
other districts in the area, I can barely afford to rent an apartment that is close to my school. I am recently married and
hoping to start a family, and even though I would love to raise my children in this area, I can't afford to have a family if I
have to keep paying exorbitant rent. Additionally, my rent is too high for me to be realistically able to save for a
downpayment. My husband and I are both college educated adults with good paying jobs. If we can't make it in this
economy, we will have to leave the area.

12/9/2015 9:01 AM

170 I would love to own a home but it is currently impossible in my situation now. I would rather not commute/move but is
increasingly difficult to share a tiny studio for $1500 and save any money. lower rent to help save would be helpful and
show that the district understands the current situation the bay area has developed that makes it hard for me to
continue teaching and live in the areas I grew up in.

12/9/2015 9:01 AM

171 Being able to live in a BMR rental unit would help me and my family a great deal. We have been struggling for years. 12/9/2015 9:01 AM

172 Would depend on what "low cost renting" would be, otherwise it would still be hard to save enough money to actually
buy a home.

12/9/2015 9:01 AM

173 N/A 12/9/2015 9:01 AM

174 Housing cost is increasing more and more everyday. Many people are considering moving outside of Northern CA
because of the high cost. If this assistance takes place at SMUHSD, you would keep quality and experienced
employees at a great district.

12/9/2015 9:00 AM

175 The housing market will crash again. I just don't know when. I would love to sell my house in Half Moon Bay and move
closer to work (Foster City/San Mateo area) but I can't afford it. Even with only owing $200,000 on my current house
(worth about $800,000), a $600,000 down payment won't be enough to buy something closer that's comparable to
what I currently own.

12/9/2015 9:00 AM

176 With the cost of living in the Bay Area we need much higher salaries to keep up with mortgage costs as well as
upkeep and maitenance

12/9/2015 8:58 AM

177 The SF school system has a program for teachers to buy a home with their assistance. 12/9/2015 8:56 AM

178 San Mateo is ideally situated for someone who might have a partner or spouse who commutes to San Francisco or
the East Bay. However, for someone who has a spouse working in San Jose--as I do--giving each of us a reasonable
commute means living in the Menlo Park, Palo Alto, Mountain View area. This is obviously very expensive. I know of
several districts on the Peninsula either actively pursuing or considering similar plans. Perhaps a few districts could
collaborate to give teachers a little more flexibility as they consider what would work not just for the SMUHSD
employee but for the whole family.

12/9/2015 8:53 AM

179 Renting unfortunately doesn't keep Teacher's in the area they serve. Most teachers would like to own their home in
the area they serve and buy into the community. Instead we teachers in the Bay Area will save some money and then
move to an area we can afford the down payment and the mortgage. Unfortunately the Bay Area will have a revolving
door of teachers. Losing a significant number of teachers in their prime each year. San Mateo's loss is Portland's gain.

12/9/2015 8:52 AM

180 Travel time and traffic are getting worse. Being closer to work would be beneficial and would relieve so much stress. 12/9/2015 8:51 AM

181 I love my job. I'm afraid, due to the ever-increasing rent prices in the area, that I won't be able to keep it much longer.
I've already downsized to a 1-bedroom apartment with my two kids. Some of us (district employees) need help!

12/9/2015 8:48 AM

182 District housing could be a great way to attract and retain beginning teachers and classified staff who are just starting
(i.e. not switching their careers and are already set)

12/9/2015 8:48 AM

183 I would love to have a small place, even a studio where I could stay during the week and keep my property in the East
Bay. I don't mind renting and would love the opportunity which would reduce my commute stress and allow me to
rest/be closer to school during peak event seasons.

12/9/2015 8:47 AM
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184 My current rent is pretty manageable at $850 and my biggest complaint is the commute to and from work. I get to work
over 2 hours early so that I don't start my day also sitting in traffic. On any given day if traffic is good with no accidents
it takes me an hour to get home. Gas and bridge toll can add up as well. I have looked at housing closer to work and
closet size studios start around $1,500. Which is ridiculous. I would like to eventually buy but am pretty much
guaranteed not to be able to do so with my current salary and housing costs in the bay area. I definitely think this
would be a great benefit of working for the district.

12/9/2015 8:47 AM

185 I think trying to help teachers afford to live in the San Mateo area would be a huge benefit to many people. 12/9/2015 8:47 AM

186 as it is were thinking of moving due to hi rent, if we do move out of the district we would have to commute, and my
children will have to change school. If there was affordable housing by the district we would be able to stay and work
were we grew up.

12/9/2015 8:46 AM

187 The housing crisis is driving many talented people out of the Bay Area. My husband and I think about relocating
somewhere more affordable (even SoCal) because with two teacher salaries in SM County, we still cannot afford to
buy a condo around here. For both of us, it is very important to live near the community we work because we are both
teachers and my husband is a HS football coach. With rent prices around here being what they are, we don't make
enough to even save for a condo. This seems like a feasible solution that would potentially help us save money for a
down payment.

12/9/2015 8:46 AM

188 Think it's great this is being considered!!! 12/9/2015 8:45 AM

189 Again, glad to share experience from experience on district's previous housing committee in early 2000s 12/9/2015 8:45 AM

190 when you say enough space in your home, please consider outdoor space too. 12/9/2015 8:44 AM

191 I have been teaching in public CA schools for 13 years, and I am not even close to owning a home which has been a
lifelong dream of mine. As time flies and market values increase, instead of approaching my dream, I feel like I'm
getting further and further away. I am considering moving (which would mean leaving the district for the second time,
much to my disappointment) because I can't afford to provide my daughter and I a nice home in the area where I
work. I had to negotiate with my current landlord to get my current rent: $2500/ month for a 2 bedroom apartment. I
pulled the "teacher" card and it worked as she wanted to raise my rent from $2400 to $2600. She discounted it for me
knowing my employment and single parent status because I am a good tenant. Our 3% annual increase does not
nearly cover my rental increase unfortunately.

12/9/2015 8:42 AM

192 Being between SF and Burlingame is important as my family has lived in that area since the 1850s. I do lament the
fact that I will probably never own which will make retirement all the more challenging

12/9/2015 8:42 AM

193 This seems like a lot of money to help a few people, instead of putting that money into salary or health and welfare
where it would benefit all employees

12/9/2015 8:41 AM

194 Why is my marital status important? 12/9/2015 8:41 AM

195 Regarding #19: It costs $700000 minimum to buy a house in the Bay Area. I can't imagine how long it would take to
save the kind of money for a reasonable mortgage. Also: perhaps convening a focus group of under 35 year old
teachers would garner details you might not get from a survey.

12/9/2015 8:37 AM

196 I currently live at San Mateo with my parents and will be getting married soon. I don't think it would be possible for me
and my fiance to be able to afford buying or renting a property right after marriage and might have to move out of San
Mateo County - since it's too expensive living in this area. I would have loved to stay but with the skyrocketing house
prices, I don't think it's possible.

12/9/2015 8:36 AM

197 The district has a provision that children of teaches may attend the school site where the teacher works. There is
another provision that bans teachers from instructing their own student. One option of this policy is to move the teacher
from the school site. These policies seem to contradict your housing survey and the need to place families in a quality
school.

12/9/2015 8:35 AM

198 I just got engaged, and my finance and I will be looking for an apartment on the Peninsula at the beginning of next
year. With the high cost of rentals it is very discouraging. The ability to move into housing from the district at below
current market value would be phenomenal and allow us to save up money to buy a home for the family we plan on
starting. Additionally, it would guarantee that we would stay in the bay area and more specifically that I would continue
teaching at this amazing district into the foreseeable future.

12/9/2015 8:34 AM
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199 I have been working in this district for 12 years. I started off living in San Francisco, which was a manageable
commute. However, I went through a breakup, lost my rent control, and got priced out of San Francisco. Rents were
unaffordable on the peninsula (not to mention scary to move somewhere without rent control as we are seeing more
and more instability in our students as rents go up unexpectedly and they can't afford the increase), and so I was
forced to move to Oakland. After 2 years of commuting, I'm finding it unsustainable and am considering looking for jobs
in the East Bay. I support an affordable housing program. However, it should also be noted that there are a lot non-
monetary assumptions that affect teachers who are not a part of the community. Any after school activity (supervision,
meetings, etc) becomes a hardship for me. For example, if I am required to supervise a soccer game that starts at
6:15, I live too far away to go home and come back. Add an hour+ commute on each end, and now my work day is
6:30am-9:00pm. Needless to say, I'm not my best for the next couple of days, after having worked a 14.5 hour day.
There are many of us who commute and for whom this is a reality. Please don't just consider the new teachers.
Veteran teachers could use some help, too. Even a raise, or assistance with rent/mortgages where we currently live
could help defray the costs of commuting.

12/9/2015 8:32 AM

200 This has been on the table before, and nothing came of it. Much better to have a silent second mortgage program (that
is unpaid for 10 years and the district shares the profit when the property sells).

12/9/2015 8:32 AM

201 I have been in support of this plan since the first time I have heard it. I think that this would be one of the greatest, if
not THE greatest action that the district could take on behalf of their teachers and promoting the long term retention
and development of amazing educators. As I am sure you are aware, in a few years this area will be in danger of
having no one to teach their children, maintain their vehicles, or provide needed services due to the exorbitant rental
costs. An area cannot survive on tech alone. One of my main concerns as a teacher who is within the 5-10 year
experience bracket and single, is that many of these programs only are offered to new teachers. While I understand
this philosophy I feel that opening this program up to a wider segment of the employee population would serve the
greatest good. The last thing I would like to say is that I am so proud to work in a district that is even considering such
an amazing option for their employees. Thank You.

12/9/2015 8:31 AM

202 I currently live in SF where my apartment is rent controlled. If I can afford a cheaper place (either to rent or own in
SM), I would leave in a heartbeat. It is important that teachers live in the community in which they teach.

12/9/2015 8:30 AM

203 Most important is affordability and then location. My own adult child joined the work force this year and she can't even
afford to move out in this expensive rental area. She is going to have to relocate soon far away just to have a decent
standard of living.

12/9/2015 8:30 AM

204 In the past the district has provided help with mortgages. In the form of low interest for borrowing for a down payment,
can that be a part of a robust program to retain staff!

12/9/2015 8:29 AM

205 It is so expensive to live here and just wish my paycheck reflected the cost of living!! 12/9/2015 8:28 AM

206 A school district in Cupertino is working on providing affordable housing for its teachers. I hope to see this locally as I
like living in the community I teach in, but its becoming harder and harder to stay here. A single income person, San
Jose is becoming more and more appealing which would mean a move and a school switch. I would never leave my
school unless financially, I had to.

12/9/2015 8:28 AM

207 I would be interested in this location and the comparison to other local rentals. I am very new to the district and have
been searching since July - but have not found something I would be happy with that is worth moving over to the
peninsula. My average commute is 55 minutes in the morning and 75 minutes in the evening. I am averaging 55-65
hour work weeks (2-3 nights per week) and all this will be taken into consideration when looking for places in June/July
when I have more time. Thank you for taking the time to put this survey out.

12/9/2015 8:26 AM

208 this is a great idea! I have been working here for 8 years and don't want to leave, but housing prices are increasing and
I'm already starting to look for jobs in other states. Please help make this housing plan happen!

12/9/2015 8:26 AM

209 An increase in salary would attract the very best teachers and staff to this district and impact a greater number of
people than the housing issues.

12/9/2015 8:25 AM

210 Although our current rent is between 20-30% of our gross salary, we live in a place in which our landlord purposely
decided not to raise the rent when market values went up. If we were to lose our current place, rent would be closer to
40-50% of our current gross income. We would love to buy, but the market prices are simply too high on our single
income.

12/9/2015 8:24 AM

211 I would not like to live away from the area that I teach, ever. The daily commute would be a mental drain for me. And I
would like to continue teaching here.

12/9/2015 8:24 AM

212 This would really help a lot of employee especially the ones who commute 12/9/2015 8:24 AM

213 I think it is great that SMUHSD is thinking outside the box on issues like this. You want to be able to keep your great
employees here and in education, living in an area with lower cost of living makes a lot of sense for most people.
Something like this would allow the district to retain people who might have to leave otherwise.

12/9/2015 8:21 AM
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214 Having the district help teachers find homes is amazing!! But, it may be somewhat limiting for established teachers
who have families. I hate to say, but, increase in salary will give an edge and more options in this competitive housing
market!

12/9/2015 8:20 AM

215 I am concerned that any housing will be primarily made available to administration and certificated employees 12/9/2015 8:20 AM

216 The shortage of workforce housing will only continue to worsen as the economy gets stronger. The ability to hire well
qualified, young teachers will only get more difficult, unless they live at home, live with multiple roommates or have a
spouse who earns a high income.

12/9/2015 8:19 AM

217 I am more interested in 1st time home buyer assistance than rental assistance 12/9/2015 8:18 AM

218 Would housing be available to all employees or only in a certain salary range? 12/9/2015 8:18 AM

219 None 12/8/2015 3:16 PM
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	Q20 Please use the space below to share any additional thoughts or opinions related to housing that you would like to be considered.

